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Time 10-15 minutes
Group Size 2-20 participants
Audience 5-8 years

From Fizz to Fuzz

DEscripTiON

This activity teaches participants the importance of recycling, and that when we recycle we make less garbage, helping to  
protect the earth.

maTEriaLs

✱✱ A plastic pop bottle
✱✱ A fleece jacket, hat, or scarf
✱✱ A safety vest
✱✱ A bell
✱✱ Script (provided)

KEy mEssagEs

✱✱ We can choose to recycle the plastic bottles that our drinks come in instead of throwing them in the garbage.
✱✱ We can recycle many different types of drink containers including aluminum cans, plastic bottles, glass bottles, steel 

containers, juice boxes, and juice pouches.
✱✱ When we recycle our drink containers they get turned into something new that can be used again.
✱✱ When we recycle we help make less garbage – this is good for plants, animals, people, and the earth.

maNagEmENT sKiLLs

✱✱ use props like a plastic bottle, chopped up pieces of plastic, and a fleece sweater to help illustrate the recycling process.

c o n T i n u e d  o n  B A c k
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From Fizz to Fuzz c o n T i n u e d

prOcEDUrE

Step 1
Have the participants sit in a semi-circle facing you.

Step 2
explain the journey a bottle of pop takes from the store to 
the recycling factory until it gets turned into something new.

✱✱ The bottle of pop sits on the store shelf until we buy it, 
take it home, and put it in the fridge until we are ready 
to drink it.

✱✱ When we are finished, do we put the bottle in the 
garbage can or the recycle bin? We put it in the recycle 
bin so it can be turned into something new.

✱✱ Then your plastic bottles will get put on a truck with 
other people’s plastic bottles and they will all ride 
together on the way to the recycling factory.

✱✱ At the recycling factory, the bottles will be turned into 
something new. First, the bottles have to be chopped 
up into tiny pieces. Then those tiny pieces of plastic  
are cleaned.

✱✱ next, they turn up the heat and make the plastic flakes 
really hot. When the plastic flakes get really hot, they 
melt. Just like a birthday candle melts when you light it.

✱✱ After the plastic gets hot and melts, it goes through a 
machine that sprays the plastic through little holes and 
then it hardens into plastic string that looks like long 
pieces of plastic spaghetti.

✱✱ it gets stretched out even longer and skinnier, and then 
goes around a spinning machine that twists the string 
until it’s so thin it winds into a big ball of yarn.

✱✱ The yarn then goes into another machine that knits the 
string together into fuzzy, fleecy cloth.

✱✱ The fleecy cloth is used to make fleece jackets, hats, 
scarves, and more (show fleece jacket).

Step 3
Guide participants through the recycling process by going 
through guided imagery narrative and actions. Have 
participants make the sounds and actions along with you.
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From Fizz to Fuzz Script

Let’s pretend we are pop bottles going on 
an adventure to be recycled into something 
new – new things, just like the fleece sweater 
i showed you. Spread out so you have lots of 
room to do the actions!

First, you are going to pretend that you are a 
plastic bottle of pop on the shelf at the store. 
everybody stand up nice and tall with your arms 
by your sides. make sure you look refreshing; 
you want someone to pick you to drink!

Here comes a little girl. Let’s jump into  
her cart. 1, 2, 3 jump! (everybody jump).  
Here we go… we’re going to the checkout.  
do you know what kind of sound the checkout 
makes? everybody step from side to side  
and say “Beep, beep. Beep, beep.” We are 
bottles going through the checkout.

now we are at the little girl’s house but she’s 
not thirsty yet. Where is she going to put 
you? in the fridge! oh no, it’s cold in here. 
everybody rub your arms and say “Brrrrrr!”  
i hope that little girl comes back soon.

ok. The little girl is thirsty now so she is going 
to drink you. everybody pretend you’re taking 
the top off your bottle. When you open a bottle 
of pop it makes a fizz sound, so everybody say 
“tzzz” as you open up your bottle. now the 
little girl is going to have a big gulp. everybody 
tip to one side and say “glug, glug, glug”.  
That drink was fizzy, it gave me the “hiccups”! 
did it give you the hiccups? “Hiccup.”

now that we are empty bottles do we go in 
the garbage bin or the recycle bin? That’s 
right, the recycle bin! We don’t want to go in 
the garbage and go to the messy dump, we 
want to go to the recycling factory and be 
turned into something new. it’s time to go in 
the recycle bin. Let’s pretend. everybody jump 
into the recycle bin. “1, 2, 3 jump!”

Look, the bin is pretty full now so it’s time for 
all us bottles to get in a big truck and go to  
the recycling factory. it’s a long and bumpy 
road on the way to the recycling factory.  
Let’s pretend. everybody bounce up and  
down, and say “bump, bump, bump.”

phew! Being a pop bottle is tough work. ok. 
now all the bottles are at the recycling factory 
so they can be turned into something new.  
it’s time to meet the recycling factory 
manager. Who would like to be the recycling 
factory manager? (pick a volunteer and give 
him/her the safety vest to wear and the bell).

What’s your name? ok ryan (use participant’s 
name), you are no longer a pop bottle, you 
are the recycling plant manager and you have 
an important job – you get to turn on all the 
recycling machines! When we need a machine 
to start you have to ring the bell to get it 
started. i’ll tell you when to ring it.

First, a machine like giant scissors chops the 
plastic bottles up into little pieces. When 
ryan rings the bell, everybody put out your 
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arms and clap your hands, and say “chop, 
chop, chop.” Are you ready ryan? ring the 
bell! “chop, chop, chop!” i think that’s small 
enough, stop the machine ryan – ring the bell!

now we have to get all cleaned up. When 
ryan rings the bell the showers are going 
to come on. We are going to raise our hand 
above our heads, wiggle our fingers around 
take a shower like this “pshhhhhh.” ok, ryan. 
Turn on the showers. “pshhhhhh!”

now another machine makes the pieces of 
plastic really hot so they melt. When ryan 
turns the machine on, let’s pretend we are 
the fire by waving our hands in the air and 
say “whoosh, whoosh, whoosh.” Are you 
ready ryan? ring the bell. it’s getting so hot! 
“Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh!” now let’s melt. 
We’re melting. everybody melt down to the 
floor. ryan, i think you better ring the bell to 
stop the machine.

now we are all melted into a squishy, thick 
liquid, kind of like syrup. We’re going to go 
through another machine now that has lots of 
little tiny holes, sort of like a shower faucet. 
When ryan turns on the machine, let’s pretend 
we are spraying through the little holes. 
Wiggle your fingers and say “ssshhh.” As the 
plastic liquid sprays out of the little holes it 
hardens into long skinny pieces of plastic 
string. Turn on the machines, ryan. “Sshhh!”

now another machine has to stretch the 
string. Let’s all pretend we are long pieces 
of plastic string, and we’re going to get 
stretched to be really long strings. Let’s stand 
on our tippy toes and stretch our hands high 
above our heads, like we’re getting stretched 
out. Turn on the machine, ryan. everybody 
“stretch, stretch!”

After the plastic string gets stretched it goes 
onto a big spinning machine that twists the 
string into big balls of yarn. When ryan turns 
on the machines, let’s spin around like we’re 
strings going around the spinning machine. 
Let’s turn around twice and say “spin, spin.”

Another machine then knits the yarn into 
fleecy cloth that is then sewn together to 
make fleece clothing. When ryan turns on the 
machine, let’s get knitting (make a knitting 
motion with both hands). everybody “knit, 
knit.” We’re now turned into fuzzy fleece 
jackets, fleece hats, and fleece scarves.  
does everyone feel warm and cozy in your 
new fuzzy fleece clothing? Let’s put our  
arms around ourselves and feel cozy.

Wow, we started out as fizzy pop bottles and 
we got turned into fuzzy fleece jackets and 
hats!! We got turned from Fizz into Fuzz! 
recycling is so much fun!

From Fizz to Fuzz Script
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Time 15-20 minutes
Group Size 6-20 participants
Audience 9-12 years

Recycle – Mercials!

DEscripTiON

Teams will pick a random item out of a bag and then have 5 minutes to come up with a commercial to “sell” the item as a new product.

maTEriaLs

✱✱ A garbage bag filled with 10 random items (these can be anything at all – mix it up!)

KEy mEssagEs

✱✱ recycling is the last of the 3rs, but it is still very important!
✱✱ recycling lets us to take something old (that would be trash) and turn it into something new.
✱✱ recycling has to start somewhere – with an idea! We can all come up with great recycling ideas if we put our minds to it!

maNagEmENT sKiLLs

✱✱ mix up teams so there is a balance of personality types.

prOcEDUrE

Step 1
divide the participants into groups of two.

Step 2
each team will pick one item from the garbage bag – this is 
what they will be selling through their “recycle-mercial”.

Step 3
Teams will get 5 minutes to come up with a creative new 
use for their item. encourage groups to be as imaginative 
and wacky as they want – the sky is the limit!

Step 5
once they have an idea, they must come up with a 
commercial or infomercial to try to sell the new product.

Step 6
Teams will present their recycle-mercial to the rest of  
the group.
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DEscripTiON

participants are divided into two teams and must work together to earn points at five different recycling challenges. This game is 
fast-paced and should be played like a race. The team with the highest total score wins!

maTEriaLs

Time 30-40 minutes
Group Size 4-20 participants
Audience 5-12 years

Amazing Recycle Race

✱✱ notepad (x 2)
✱✱ pencil (x 2)
✱✱ challenge markers (x 5)

cHaLLENgE #1

matching game 
Recyclable items and items they  
can be turned into (each x 2):
✱✱ plastic bottle – plastic ruler
✱✱ plastic bottle – Fleece jacket
✱✱ Glass bottle – Glass jar
✱✱ Aluminum can – Aluminum foil
✱✱ old newspaper – egg carton
✱✱ Juice box – cracker box
✱✱ paper – notebook

cHaLLENgE #2

Do you Know your 
recycling Facts?
✱✱ Set of multiple choice questions 

(provided) (x 2)

cHaLLENgE #3

recycling puzzles
✱✱ Giant recycling puzzle (x 2) 

(make the puzzles from old 
posters or by drawing pictures. 
Glue the posters or pictures 
to cardboard and cut out your 
giant recycling puzzles!)

cHaLLENgE #4

recycled Bowling
✱✱ Basketball (x 2)
✱✱ pylons (or pop bottles) (x 4)
✱✱ Set of five two-litre 

pop bottles (x 2)

cHaLLENgE #5

recycled Towers
✱✱ Aluminum cans (~ 60)
✱✱ Stop watch

KEy mEssagEs

✱✱ recycling is easy and can be lots of fun!

maNagEmENT sKiLLs

✱✱ Two facilitators will act as team leaders and keep a tally of team points at each challenge.
✱✱ Set up the five challenges before the race begins. each stop should be clearly marked with a marker 

(i.e. a pylon) showing the challenge number.
✱✱ Before each challenge, explain to the teams how they play and earn team points.
✱✱ Teams will earn points at each challenge. keep the points quiet until the end of the race.

c o n T i n u e d  o n  B A c k
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prOcEDUrE

Step 1
divide the participants into two teams and assign each team 
a facilitator to be their team leader throughout the game.

Step 2
Tell the participants that they will go through a series of 5 
recycling challenges and will be awarded points as a team. 
Tell them how each challenge works when they arrive at 
that station.

Step 3
All team members should participate in each challenge. 
once they have completed a challenge they must wait until 
they are told they can run to the next stop. The key word 
to allow them to run to the next stop is yelling “recYcLe”. 
Both teams will complete each challenge at the same time.

Step 4
At the end of the game, reveal the point totals. The team 
with the most points will win!

Amazing Recycle Race c o n T i n u e d

cHaLLENgE #1
maTcHiNg gamE
(mAximum 9 poinTS)

✱✱ When both groups arrive at the challenge,  
explain the rules.

✱✱ participants must work as a team to match the recyclable 
items with the items they were recycled into, and then 
lay the matched pairs together on the ground.

✱✱ 1 point is earned for each correct match.
✱✱ 2 bonus points are earned to the team that finishes first.
✱✱ When both teams have finished, yell “recYcLe”,  

and run to the next challenge.

AnSWerS
plastic bottle – plastic ruler
plastic bottle – Fleece jacket
Glass bottle – Glass jar
Aluminum can – Aluminum foil
old newspaper – egg carton
Juice box – cracker box
paper – notebook

cHaLLENgE #2
DO yOU KNOW yOUr rEcycLiNg FacTs?
(mAximum 12 poinTS)

✱✱ Have participants line up and ask each participant  
a question. Ask the other members of the team  
not to shout out possible answers.

✱✱ 1 point is earned for each correct answer.
✱✱ 2 bonus points are earned to the team that answers  

all the questions first.
✱✱ When both teams have finished, yell “recYcLe”  

and run to the next challenge

AnSWerS
1. a) reduce
2. b) A ruler
3. d) 1000 years
4. a) A bird feeder
5. b) 30 pounds
6. d) in the recycling bin
7. a) True
8. c) The recycling factory
9. a) Turning something into something new
10. a) True

c o n T i n u e d  o n  B A c k
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Amazing Recycle Race c o n T i n u e d

cHaLLENgE #3
giaNT rEcycLiNg pUzzLEs
(mAximum 20 poinTS)

✱✱ participants must work together as a team to assemble 
their giant puzzle.

✱✱ 10 points are awarded for completing the puzzle.
✱✱ 10 bonus points are awarded to the team that 

completes their puzzle first.
✱✱ When both teams have finished, yell “recYcLe”  

and run to the next challenge.

cHaLLENgE #4
pOp BOTTLE BOWLiNg
(mAximum 9 poinTS)

✱✱ participants must knock over as many bottles as 
they can with the ball. each team member gets three 
“bowls” for an individual score, that will be added  
to the team total.

✱✱ There are a total of 5 “bowling pins”.
✱✱ 1 point is earned for each outside pin.
✱✱ 2 points are earned for the two inner pins.
✱✱ 3 points are earned for the center pin.
✱✱ When both teams have finished, yell “recYcLe”  

and run to the next challenge.

cHaLLENgE #5
sTacK THE pOp caNs
(mAximum 20 poinTS)

✱✱ The facilitators must time this challenge.
✱✱ provide each team with about 30 used (clean) 

aluminum cans.
✱✱ Teams must build the tallest tower they can  

in two minutes.
✱✱ The towers must be sturdy enough so that they don’t  

knock over in the building process and are still 
standing at the end of the two minutes.

✱✱ 20 points are awarded to the team that builds  
the highest tower.

✱✱ 10 points are awarded to the second place team.
✱✱ When both teams have finished, yell “recYcLe”  

and run to the finish line.

FiNisH LiNE

✱✱ Add up the team totals and announce the winning team.

Resources for this 
activity are on the 
following pages. 
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Which of the 
3rs is the most 
important?

A) reduce

B) reuse 

C) recycle

D) redo

an empty 
water bottle can 
get turned into a

A) a car

B) a ruler

C) a book

D) an apple

How long does it 
take for a plastic 
bottle to break 
down if it ends up 
at the dump?

A) 1 day

B) 5 minutes

C) 30 years 

D) 1000 years

after you drink 
all of the milk in 
a milk carton you 
can turn it into

A) a bird feeder

B) a book

C) a pen

D) stapler
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How much 
garbage does each 
of us throw away in 
one week?

A) one tonne

B) 30 pounds

C) 20 pounds

D) less than a pound

When you’re 
finished with your 
juice box where 
should you put it?

A) on the ground

B) in the compost bin

C) in the garbage can

D) in the recycling bin

True or False?  
a plastic bottle can 
be recycled into a 
fleece jacket.

A) True

B) False

When we put 
something in the 
recycle bin, where 
does it go?

A) The garbage dump

B) in the woods

C) The recycling factory

D) it doesn’t go anywhere
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recycling means

A) Turning something 
 into something new

B) using something over   
 and over again

C) Avoiding garbage in the  
 first place

D) Turing off the lights   
 when you leave the room

True or False?  
making less 
garbage is a good 
thing to do for the 
earth.

A) True

B) False
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Time 15-20 minutes
Group Size 4-20 participants
Audience 5-12 years

Garbage Bag Tag

DEscripTiON

This game is played like freeze tag where the “it” person is a garbage bag and participants must get “recycled” before they can 
start playing again.

maTEriaLs

✱✱ Hula hoops (x 3)
✱✱ Small garbage bag (with holes for head and arms) (x 2)

KEy mEssagEs

✱✱ Some things go in the garbage bin, but some things can be recycled.
✱✱ When we recycle items, we turn them into something that can be used again.
✱✱ When we recycle, we reduce the amount of garbage we make – this is good for plants, animals, people, and the earth.

maNagEmENT sKiLLs

✱✱ This game requires space (preferably outdoors) for the participants to run around.
✱✱ The facilitators should demonstrate how the game works before beginning.
✱✱ For larger groups, have two participants wear the garbage bags and be “it”.

c o n T i n u e d  o n  B A c k
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Garbage Bag Tag c o n T i n u e d

prOcEDUrE

Step 1
Ask participants if they have ever played tag or freeze tag. 
explain how freeze tag works. Freeze tag is a game where 
one player is “it” and all the other players run around.  
The person who is “it” will run around and try to tag you.  
if you get tagged, you must freeze. That means you have  
to stay where you are until some unfreezes you.

Step 2
participants pretend that they are items that can be 
recycled. The person who is “it” is a big garbage bag  
(and will wear a garbage bag). You don’t want to go in the 
garbage because you know that you can be recycled into 
something new that people can use. But the garbage bag is 
greedy and he wants to catch you so he can get bigger and 
bigger. it’s your job to make sure the garbage bag doesn’t 
get you so you can go in the recycle bin to get turned into 
something new.

Step 3
if you get tagged by the garbage bag, you have to freeze 
(stay where you are). You have to stay frozen until someone 
who is not frozen takes you to the recycling plant (the hula 
hoop) to be turned into something new.

Step 4
Tell the participants that they can save their friends from 
being frozen by gently taking them by the arm and bringing 
them to one of the recycle bins (a hula hoop).

Step 5
once you go into the hula hoop and get recycled, you can 
join the game again.

Step 6
end the round when the player that is “it” has tagged most 
players. Then select another participant to be “it”. Try to 
keep the rounds short so the players won’t tire out and so 
all players get a chance to be “it”.
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Time 15-20 minutes
Group Size 6-24 participants
Audience 5-8 years

Bin Buddies

DEscripTiON

A matching game where participants must find the bin that goes with their waste item.

maTEriaLs

✱✱ Bin cards (provided)
✱✱ Waste item cards (provided)

KEy mEssagEs

✱✱ We can reduce waste and help keep our environment clean by putting things in the proper place.
✱✱ We can reduce waste by recycling things like used drink containers.
✱✱ We can reduce waste by composting things like food scraps.
✱✱ We can keep the environment clean by putting waste in the garbage bin (instead of littering).

maNagEmENT sKiLLs

✱✱ You must have an even number of participants to begin this game. Have a facilitator join in to make an even number.
✱✱ When you are handing out cards to a group with less than 24 participants, make sure you choose cards that will match up, 

i.e. a pizza with a garbage bin and a juice bottle with a recycle bin.

c o n T i n u e d  o n  B A c k
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Bin Buddies c o n T i n u e d

prOcEDUrE

Step 1
Give each participant a card to hold. make sure they hold the 
card up where everyone can see it.

✱✱ Half of the participants are bins  
(garbage, recycle, and compost bins)

✱✱ Half the participants are items that go in each of the bins.

Step 2
This is an elimination game. each round you will take away 
a bin and all but one participant will find a bin buddy (the 
group that yells “Bin BuddieS” will get larger and larger).

Step 3
Let the participants run around. When you yell out “Bin 
BuddieS” all the bins must freeze, and the items must find 
the proper bin for the item on their card (i.e. a garbage item 
must find a garbage bin, a recycle item must find a recycle 
bin, and a compost item must find a compost bin). There can 
only be one person per bin. Tell participants to link arms 
when they find their buddy.

Step 4
For the first round, the numbers are even so all participants 
will find a bin buddy. Before starting the next round, 
remove one of the bins (i.e. remove a participant – you can 
involve this participant by getting them to help you call out 
“Bin BuddieS”).

Step 5
Start the round by instructing the participants to run around 
again. once “Bin BuddieS” is yelled out, the bins must 
freeze, and the items must find the proper bin. one item will 
not have a bin to go to; they are out (include this player in 
the group to help yell out “Bin BuddieS”).

Step 6
on the last round there will be one bin and two items.  
The winning players will be a pair of bin buddies  
(one container and one item).

Resources for this activity are on the following pages. 
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Time 15-30 minutes
Group Size 8-20 participants
Audience 5-12 years

Juice Jug Lacrosse

DEscripTiON

Teams will compete against each other in a game of lacrosse using reused juice jugs as lacrosse sticks.

KEy mEssagEs

✱✱ When we buy new things, we create waste. new things have to be made in a factory where waste is created, and new things 
come in packaging. Also, when the new thing is no longer useful, we need to dispose of it.

✱✱ We can reduce waste by avoiding new things. instead of going to the store to get a new game, we can reuse things that we 
have at home to play a game.

maTEriaLs

✱✱ cut-off juice jugs (x 20)
✱✱ A small ball (e.g. a tennis ball)
✱✱ Two nets (or something to serve as a net, such as a bin tipped on its side)

maNagEmENT sKiLLs

✱✱ For younger groups, you can adapt the game by allowing players to throw the ball with their hand instead of their jug and 
allowing them to pick up the ball with their hand instead of scooping it up with the jug.

c o n T i n u e d  o n  B A c k
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Juice Jug Lacrosse c o n T i n u e d

prOcEDUrE

Step 1
divide the participants into two teams. The object of the 
game is to get your ball in the other team’s net.

Step 2
instruct participants to hold their jug upside down by  
the handle.

✱✱ participants must pass, throw and shoot the ball using 
the jug (not their other hand). if the ball is dropped, it 
must be scooped up with the jug.

✱✱ participants can run around the field until they catch 
the ball in their jug. once they catch the ball, they must 
stop and pass it to another player on their team, before 
running again.

✱✱ To score, the participant must get the ball in the opposing 
team’s net. You can play with or without a goalie.

Step 3
continue for a pre-determined amount of time. The winning 
team is the team that scores the most goals.
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Time 30-45 minutes
Group Size 2-20 participants
Audience 5-12 years

Making Recycled Paper

DEscripTiON

participants will learn how paper is recycled by making new paper from old paper.

maTEriaLs

✱✱ A bin of scrap paper/newspaper
✱✱ Blender/food processor
✱✱ Warm water (enough to fill 2 bins ¼ full)
✱✱ Bins/basins (x 2)
✱✱ Screens (fly screen stapled to a wooden frame and small enough to fit in the bins) (x 4)
✱✱ Sponges (x 4)
✱✱ dish towels (x 20)
✱✱ Flower seeds, petals, and pine needles (optional)

KEy mEssagEs

✱✱ We use a lot of paper every day – 37% of all of our garbage is paper.
✱✱ recycling paper is a great way to reduce our garbage.
✱✱ When we put paper in the paper recycling bin it goes to a recycling factory and gets turned into new paper.
✱✱ recycling is easy.

maNagEmENT sKiLLs

✱✱ protect tables by covering them with newspaper.
✱✱ Adults should be the only people to operate the blender – explain this to the participants. if you have more than one 

facilitator, you can use more than one blender.
✱✱ Have enough bins, screens, and sponges so that participants are not waiting too long for their turn.

c o n T i n u e d  o n  B A c k
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r E c y c L i N g

Making Recycled Paper c o n T i n u e d

DiscUssiON

✱✱ Ask participants if they use paper – at home or at 
school, for drawing, or writing notes.

✱✱ explain that we use a lot of paper every single day, 
especially when we’re at school. mention that when we 
print something from a computer, we also use paper.

✱✱ review the 3rs. remind participants that the word 
recycle means turning something into something new.

✱✱ Ask where paper should go when we are finished with 
it. What happens to it if it gets recycled? What does it 
get turned into?

✱✱ Ask if anyone knows what happens to the paper when 
it goes to the recycling factory. explain that we’re going 
to make our own recycled paper, just like at the factory.

prOcEDUrE

Step 1
Hand out the used newspapers and have participants tear 
the paper into pieces about the size of a postage stamp.

Step 2
Add a few handfuls of shredded paper to the blender. Add 
some water to the blender, making it about ¾ full. Blend for 
30 seconds, or until the paper is ground into a soft pulp.

Step 3
Fill a bin ¼ full with water. pour the blended mixture over 
the screen.

Step 4
Have each participant dip the screen down under the 
surface of the water a few times until the pulp is spread 
evenly over the screen. The pulp should be thick enough so 
that you don’t have any screen showing through (otherwise 
you will have holes in your paper!).

Step 5
participants can sprinkle the flower seeds, flower petals, 
pine needles onto the pulp (optional).

Step 6
Have each participant gently lift the screen out of the 
container and let the water drain. Lay a rag on top of the 
pulp-covered screen, hold it firmly in place, and flip the 
screen and rag combination over, laying the rag onto the 
table. The pulp should be between the rag and the screen.

Step 7
Have the participants take the sponge and gently press it 
against the back of the screen. remove any excess water by 
squeezing the water back into the one of the bins. do this 
until all excess moisture has been removed.

Step 8
Ask the participants to carefully lift the screen away, leaving 
the paper pulp on the cloth.

Step 9
Let the pulp dry for at least 24 hours. if it’s a sunny day lay 
it in the sun to dry faster. once the paper is dry, peel from 
the rag.

Step 10
encourage participants to draw a picture on the paper, or 
turn it into a greeting card for a friend or family member.
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